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Introduction

Atom probe tomography (APT) (Miller, 2000; Gault et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2013; Lefebvre-Ulrikson et al., 2016) and field ion microscopy (FIM) (Miller, 1956a, 1956b; Wagner, 1982) belong to a family of microscopy techniques named atom probe microscopy (APM). These techniques take advantage of the physics of field evaporation to remove ions from the surface of a needle-shaped specimen. Subsequent acceleration of these ions in an electric field towards a position-sensitive and time-of-flight-recording detector system enables measurements that can be used to reconstruct the atomic architecture of the specimen. This involves two computational steps. The first step is calibrating and translating the time-of-flight data into mass-to-charge-state ratios (Larson et al., 2013). This step is where the ratios are mapped to an element or molecular ion species (henceforth called atom species) (Ulfig et al., 2009). The second step is reconstructing the specimen atom-by-atom to form a three-dimensional image of the physical specimen (Bas et al., 1995).

Sub-nanometer spatial and isotopic resolution, as well as the ability to measure millions of ions, makes APT a unique tool for characterizing the nanoscale composition of bulk material volume (Kelly & Miller, 2007; Vurpillot et al., 2017; Saxey et al., 2018) or quantifying the chemical decoration of crystal defects (Herbig et al., 2015; Breen et al., 2017; Eder et al., 2018; Fletcher et al., 2020), substantiate that APT and FIM are useful techniques for quantitatively characterizing microstructure–material–property correlations.

Despite the significant strength of these methods, these have also limitations which must be considered to interpret the data correctly. For APM, there are three key limitations. First, the mass-resolving power is lower than for time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) in organic chemistry (Gault et al., 2012; De Bruycker et al., 2020). Typical full-width at half
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maxima for mass spectrum peaks are \( m/\Delta m \approx 1,000 \) for APT while >10,000 for ToF-SIMS leaving isobaric overlaps, and at times subjective interpretations. The second limitation is that the detector system does not capture every evaporated ion. Detection efficiencies range from \( \approx 36 \) to 80% depending on the configuration. The third limitation is that the analysis of the results is based on a collection of reconstructed atom positions which are ideally the most plausible set of positions where the atoms were originally located in the evaporated specimen. This reconstruction process, though, has limited precision because of trajectory errors (Vurpillot et al., 2013; Vurpillot & Oberdorfer, 2015) and the simplifying assumptions which are made during the reconstruction process in light of the trajectory errors (Bas et al., 1995; Gault et al., 2011).

There is, by now, a large collection of commercial or open-source software tools to assist microscopists with their analyses (for an overview of the tools, see Haley et al., 2021; Külbach et al., 2021). Facing this variety, it is often the experimentalists' responsibility to select the tools which offer the best quantitative compromise for a task. Key questions in this situation, from a data science perspective, are which tools and settings realize an accurate and precise compromise for the description of the reconstructed dataset; how can these tools assist us when facing the above-mentioned uncertainties; and how accurate and precise are analysis results when we compare between different implementations of the same algorithm for the same dataset.

Understanding an algorithm, the settings in which the algorithm is executed, and its parameters is a prerequisite for making informed tool choices and analyses. Therefore, the APM community has published a collection of papers which cover how the parameters, or the settings made when using an algorithm, affect the numerical results. Recent studies along these lines are, for instance, those of Stephenson et al. (2007), Dhara et al. (2018), Wang et al. (2019b), Hornbuckle et al. (2015), and Barton et al. (2019). Our work is a continuation of these activities. We advocate that in order to make past and especially future studies even more useful, authors should offer access to the datasets and supplement these with as rich metadata as it is practically possible. Realizing such a community-driven process of collecting datasets and test cases needs a discussion to identify which infrastructure tools the APM community would feel comfortable to work with and how these tools can offer the best practical compromise.

In fact, the APT literature documents cases where the detailed computational steps remain opaque. Examples are, for instance, the usage of default software settings without giving detailed pieces of information which software versions were used. Often more focus was placed on the science within the data than on transparent processing of the data itself. There are multiple likely reasons for this: whether it be because researchers used closed source code or scripts or because authors had to cut short on their method sections to sharpen the narratives for high-impact research, or because it was difficult to get funding for purely data-centric studies.

The recent push towards making research results FAIR, i.e. to analyze, document, and publish metadata and associated numerical data of a research study to meet the aims of the FAIR data stewardship principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016; Draxl & Scheffler, 2020; Crouzet et al., 2021), carries a potential for improvement. The acronym FAIR details that research (meta)data should be repurposable (Draxl & Scheffler, 2020) for different investigations as for what they were originally created, measured, or collected. Examples of repurposing are training for artificial intelligence (AI) methods and performing metastudies with FAIR, i.e. AI-ready, data.

The potential of FAIR is that it can bring together researchers from different disciplines to work together on improving computational tools and understanding the functioning of such tools in more detail. With the potential to serve as an additional research quality metric, making our research FAIR is going to be mandatory for publicly funded research. We are convinced sensitivity studies should be more frequently performed and communicated as openly as possible to motivate inter-laboratory and interdisciplinary verification and research activities (Rowenhorst et al., 2015; Marquis et al., 2017; Kamachali et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2019; Thrun & Stier, 2021).

Successful interdisciplinary research requires that scientists familiarize themselves with the language of different disciplines. We understand that when reporting about the testing and verifying of software tools, this takes a learning curve and comes with own challenges. An important one is how, and under which conditions, a specific scientific community perceives research on verification and validation of software as a successful result or not. This depends on multiple factors: Having access to analytical theory and openly shared ground truth data and open software code are important factors. Agreeing on the level of sophistication and the applied scientific rigor which the majority of a community is aiming at is another factor. Compared to condensed-matter physics, the APM community is at an earlier stage of implementing the FAIR data stewardship principles.

Figure 1 displays a typical scientific workflow with the main steps along which an APT/FIM specimen and associated dataset enters a publication. The workflow can be described as a graph with nodes which represent resources (materials, samples, specimens, datasets, instruments, hard- and software tools, and researchers). These nodes are linked, in most cases, in one direction, to indicate in which direction these resources flow through and how pieces of information are modified and transformed along the workflow. Noteworthy, modern cryo-preparation (Schreiber et al., 2018; El-Zoka et al., 2020; McCarroll et al., 2020) methods or involved correlative microscopy experiments add further nodes to such a workflow, as well as bidirectional or eventually even cyclic connections between nodes.

From the perspective of an individual scientist, we can identify two general types of phases how the steps of the data analyses in the above workflow are realized in daily practice; here phases are understood as steps within the process of studying a research question: on the one hand, scientists work in a more discovery (or exploratory) phase and on the other hand, often later in the workflow, scientists work in a more systematic phase.

The discovery phase is where the user has limited knowledge of which relevant nanostructural features were captured and thus are worth analyzing. Examples of users in the discovery phase are scientists who could be running their experiment on a material for the first time or they could be running a series of exploratory experiments to form their research hypotheses. Visualization is extremely helpful in the discovery phase, including three-dimensional renditions of the dataset or simple diagrams to explore values and correlations between possible descriptors. Descriptors, which is a commonly used term in the field of artificial
intelligence (Ghiringhelli et al., 2015), are in essence variables used for characterizing materials and processes. Examples could be volume fraction of second phase particles, dislocation density, or chemical composition, Voronoi volume of an atom, or combinations of such descriptors via mathematical operations. Having test cases available for the discovery phase is mainly important for verifying that the rendering of a visualization is reliable or why the rendering differs from expectations.

The discovery phase is where commercial software and graphical user interfaces (GUI) are the most practical tools because they offer intuitively a larger flexibility to perform analyses. The disadvantage is that this usage of visual tools can contribute to subjective bias which is why ideally each dataset should also be processed within the systematic phase.

The systematic phase is where we build on the knowledge gained from the discovery phase to make the workflows reproducible and more methodological to quantify uncertainties. As this creates more analysis time demands, this is where command line tools, automation, and high-throughput tools, are useful. Especially useful is when these tools can profit from scientific computing to process a variety of different or numerically costly analyses or artificial intelligence training steps in an overall shorter amount of time. The preparation of figures and supplementary results during the manuscript writing, the revision, and the publication process are also a part of the systematic phase. Evidently, in most of these steps, it is possible to define specific data processing pipelines whose main advantage is their reutilizability and customizability. Test cases are then mainly important for investigating and verifying how different algorithms along an analysis pipeline perform for specific or a collection of datasets. In both phases, the ability for a scientist to perform an action that they intended is important.

Documentation is the traditional way to detail the functioning of software including its numerical algorithms. We propose an additional method, which is to use test cases with datasets to help communicate how a tool works. Such test cases can also provide a frame of reference, so that the results of the analyses are easily verifiable across different software versions.

In this work, we focus on specific examples taken from the data analysis step (Fig. 1). We should clarify that calling an APM workflow compliant with the FAIR principles requires the documentation of (meta)data for all the above steps (Fig. 1). The challenges which come with such a task make it clear why a community-driven process is needed during which interdisciplinary researchers, instrument manufacturers, software developers, and funding agencies speak the same, ideally open, language of data exchange and work together to provide the resources to build infrastructure for achieving such an aim.
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To the left: Key steps of one type of scientific workflow via which many APT/FIM specimens find entry into publications. To the right, an associated (incomplete) list of exemplary (meta)data which experimentalists ideally need to keep track of during each step.
A similar community-driven process like we report for the data analysis step is especially necessary when it comes to the reconstruction and the ranging step. Clearly, all position differences introduced by using different reconstruction algorithms or different reconstruction parameters and detector system calibrations translate into quantitative differences for all downstream data analysis steps. Similarly, all differences introduced during ranging affect compositional analyses and characterization of nanostructural features. Often underestimated, all differences introduced during mapping reconstructed ion positions on a three-dimensional grid of composition or concentration values result in differences when performing a subsequent identification of microstructural objects and analyzing their spatial arrangement and geometry.

Apart from a few exceptions, APM experiments, though, rely on the proprietary software of a single instrument manufacturer for reconstructing a dataset. We may argue that such monopoly serves reproducibility: one would expect to obtain reproducible results if one processes a dataset which comes from a given instrument and processes this dataset always with the same specific instrument, the same hardware and software configuration, the same calibration, and the same parameterization.

However, the same reconstruction computation is neither reproducible with software other than the commercial one nor interoperable, and therefore such an approach for reconstructing APM results is not compliant with the FAIR principles. Noteworthy, such a barrier is a very effective one against implementing FAIR principles, not only in the field of APM but for microscopy communities and the experimental sciences in general.

To solve this challenge, the APM community and instrument manufacturers can aim at a compromise which enables companies to still be recompensed for developing software for their instruments but at the same time make their numerical methods and calibration procedures more transparent (Reinhard et al., 2019).

There are several strategies for testing software. These strategies can probe between two extremes. On the one hand, there are methods of formalized model checking (e.g., Keller, 1976; Baier & Katoen, 2008; London, 2019). Often these methods are paired with making exact comparisons between analytical or numerical results against ground truth data. On the other hand, there are more empirical strategies of software testing. Formalized strategies are frequently performed and advocated for in the field of computer science and mathematics (Fehr et al., 2016).

Often, though, the acceptance of such methods, and consequently getting the buy-in from experimentalists to use such methods is very low. One reason is the demand for specific computer science, programming logic, and applied mathematics expert knowledge. Facing this technical barrier is not exclusively a challenge when developing formally correct software. It can also be a reason for a lack of detailed technical understanding which itself can contribute to an unintentional proliferation of biased results or usage of unsubstantiated so claimed analytical solutions. The dataset(s) to a test case need to hold either numerical data(sets) for an analysis task. Our aim is to show how the test cases can be used for verifying software and for identifying how data analyses in APM can fulfill the FAIR research principles with more (meta)data content. We define a test case as a collection of metadata and associated numerical data(sets) for an analysis task. Our aim is to show how the test cases can be used for verifying software and for identifying how data analyses in APM can fulfill the FAIR research principles with more (meta)data content.

With the test cases in this work, we propose answers to the first four questions. We expect that the value of having test cases and the motivation for using them differs within the course of a typical data processing workflow for APM. Our aim in this work is to motivate for using and developing reproducible analyses and sharing of the associated (meta)data openly. We will identify for which analyses these test cases are useful. We let the following questions guide our efforts:

- How do these test cases provide assistance to researchers?
- Which challenges are addressed and represented by the test case?
- How can we ensure the validity of these test cases themselves?
- What would be required if one wishes to reproduce the analysis results numerically?

Materials and Methods

We define a test case as a collection of metadata and associated numerical data(sets) for an analysis task. Our aim is to show how the test cases can be used for verifying software and for identifying how data analyses in APM can fulfill the FAIR research principles with more (meta)data content.

Test cases ideally challenge an algorithm. Challenges can be cases where, e.g., multiple solutions are possible. Challenges can also be cases for which analytical solutions are available and we want to compare how a computed analysis result matches the analytical solution. The dataset(s) to a test case need to hold either the results of a measured atom probe experiment or the results of a digitally synthesized specimen. Working with synthetic data is common practice when creating ground truth data for verifying algorithms.

A test case is not complete without its associated metadata, i.e., data which contextualizes and specifies how to interpret the numerical data. These metadata specify the investigated material (sample, specimen) or reconstructed dataset of a specimen. The metadata detail pieces of the workflow as a portion of which the analysis was executed (Fig. 1). Furthermore, metadata serve administrative purposes to detail who developed the case study or measured the specimen.
For collecting test cases from the APM community, we opted for a strategy where we first developed a template with common pieces of information. We sent this template to members of the atom probe community and invited them to fill in the template and contribute what they consider as useful test cases. All contributors agreed to share the test cases as open data.

The supplementary material includes the template, all submitted test cases, and describes which software tools were used. Individually, the authors could have submitted these papers as data-centric publications like exemplified by Dhara et al. (2018). Our strategy of pooling them together, though, enables a discussion of the relation and differences between test cases. This offers a more comprehensive view of the status quo in the community.

We asked the participants to store datasets of either measured APT specimens or synthetic data in a file format which holds at least the reconstructed position and calibrated mass-to-charge-state ratio values for each detected ion. Common file formats of the community like POS (with the speaking file format name referring to ion position data) or EPOS (with the e standing for extended) meet this requirement. Details to the attributes of these file formats have been reported, e.g. in Gault et al. (2012). With their AP Suite commercial software, the instrument manufacturer introduced a new file format, the so-called new APT (APT6) file format (Reinhart et al., 2019). Compared to HITS and RHIT, i.e. raw file formats with fields that are only accessible via the proprietary software, APT6 is an openly accessible binary exchange file format. The format has advantages over POS and EPOS: The format is not only more descriptive in its metadata for each field but it is also capable of encoding additional numerical data arrays like raw detector hit, voltage, and pulse sequence data to name but a few. Details to the attributes and fields, which are called branches within AP Suite, of this file format are given in a Python/Matlab and C/C++ open-source reader for the file format (Kühbach, 2020). This reader is part of the paraprobe-transcoder tool (Kühbach et al., 2021).

Furthermore, we asked the participants to deliver so-called ranging (meta)data with their test case. These metadata define how to map from mass-to-charge-state ratios to atom species. Common ranging file formats like RNG or RRNG qualify for communicating this mapping (Gault et al., 2012; Larson et al., 2013).

We are convinced that the collection of test cases in this work offer a good cross-section of analysis tasks but the collection is not fully complete. Instead, collecting test cases should become a community effort worth significant attention. In fact, the APM software tool landscape has further tools, different in implementation, than those we have addressed here. For all of these tools, a more detailed discussion is useful. Specifically, we are convinced it is useful to assess in the future how specific numerical values differ between implementations of the same algorithm and to investigate how results compare between different algorithms when these are applied on the same dataset or collections of datasets. Hereewith, we invite the APT/FIM community to submit, if these are applied on the same dataset or collections of datasets. The test case is one example of recent efforts from the PNNL group to develop FAIR methods for analyzing solute clustering on APT dataset (Still et al., 2021).

1. Clustering PNNL (Pacific Northwest National Lab) contains one dataset for a ferritic MA957 oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) alloy specimen with Ti–Y–O–rich clusters and three synthetic datasets. The test case addresses the accuracy of the clustering analysis package OPTICS-APT (Wang et al., 2019b), which is based on the OPTICS algorithm (Ankerst et al., 1999), via synthetic data. In addition, the real APT dataset is intended to test the algorithm’s capability to detect clusters with varying effective atomic densities, where conventional single threshold-based methods are challenged. The test case is one example of recent efforts from the PNNL group to develop FAIR methods for analyzing solute clustering on APT dataset (Still et al., 2021).

2. Clustering UoM (University of Michigan) contains a synthetic dataset with compositional gradients and instantiated clusters. The test case addresses the accuracy of hierarchical density-based clustering (CHD) (Ghamarian & Marquis, 2019) in comparison to the maximum separation method (MSM) (Hyde & English, 2000; Hyde et al., 2011). MSM is a specific DBScan variant (Ester et al., 1996). The test case is based on Ghamarian & Marquis (2019).

3. Clustering USyd (University of Sydney) reports on how to execute two clustering algorithms reproducibly via a cloud-based analysis platform called Atom Probe Workbench (CVL) (Ceguerra et al., 2014). The test case exemplifies how to perform clustering methods from the literature (Stephenson et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2018).

4. Composition Z-score test USyd details, also within CVL, how to execute reproducibly a Z-score test. The test case is based on Stephenson et al. (2014).

5. Contingency table USyd details, also within CVL, how to reproducibly build a contingency table. The test case is based on Moody et al. (2007).

6. Composition quantification UKAEA (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority) presents a set of realistic-looking but synthetic data (ground truth known) to test any composition measurement techniques against. A method for replicating the synthetic data is also given to expand the test case in the future.

7. Composition quantification USyd is a test case which exemplifies how different ranging methods affect composition analyses. Results are exemplified for a dataset from a measured bulk metallic glass (BMG) specimen. The test case supplements research on bulk metallic glasses (Nomoto et al., 2021).
8. Composition analysis Leoben contains a measured dataset of a S690 steel specimen with a grain boundary segment and a precipitate as microstructural features. The test case exemplifies how one-dimensional composition profiling at a grain boundary is typically performed. The test case is based on Cerjak et al. (2017).

Fig. 2. Overview of the type of analyses for which test cases were submitted and are discussed in this work.
9. High-throughput analyzing MPIE (Max-Planck-Institut für Eisenforschung) reports how the dataset of the Leoben test case was used to develop two new open-source tools for high-throughput analyses of APT datasets. Developed while drafting the present paper, these tools enable researchers to characterize nanoscale composition variations to compute iso-surfaces and to calculate the distance of an atom to geometric primitives using methods from computational geometry. The tools make accessible methods which have hitherto been available exclusively within commercial software as a conceptually similar implementation which builds entirely, though, on open-source code from various researchers and uses software parallelization. The test case adds tools to a recently developed software toolbox for processing point cloud data (Kühbach et al. 2021), the functionalities of which will be discussed in a forthcoming publication.

Proximity histogram UKAEA contains a synthetic dataset that is useful for verifying the implementation of algorithms computing so-called proximity histograms (Hellman et al. 2000). Specifically, the test case addresses the difficulty of how to test the proximity histogram implementation within the Integrated Visualization and Analysis Suite (IVAS). This software is an earlier commercial one that is now officially replaced by AP Suite but has been still in use during the time of writing this paper by many atom probe groups worldwide. The test case supplements the recent efforts of the author towards proposing more accurate composition analysis methods (Keutgen et al. 2020).

Discussion

Case-by-Case Analyses of the Submitted Test Cases

Strategy and Guiding Questions

To discuss what we can learn from the individual test cases, we use the following questions as a guide to our assessment:

1. How completely did the authors fill in the template?
   - Is the provided template thorough and understandable by other APT experts?
2. What is the objective of the test case/analysis?
   - What is the main message of the test case?
3. How can we ensure the validity of the test case itself?
4. What would be required if one wishes to reproduce the analysis via e.g. running the same analysis using the same dataset (from the test case) or applying it on different datasets?
5. How does this test case provide assistance?
6. Which future work does the test case suggest to be of relevance to align better with the aims of the FAIR data stewardship principles?

First, we summarize key examples of how the test cases address these questions. This can raise awareness what, and foremost why, seemingly irrelevant settings and parameters are in fact very relevant when we wish to verify the analysis results of a particular software and want to offer a more complete documentation of metadata to our work in terms of the FAIR principles.

Thereafter, we will summarize the common points and conclude practical next steps how individual researchers and the community can improve together via inter-laboratory and interdisciplinary research towards building a community-driven FAIR data sharing and AI-ready analysis platform for APM.

Clustering PNNL (Test Case 1)

The authors filled in the template, delivered the associated datasets as POS and RRNG files, and made the OPTICS-APT source code public (Wang et al., 2019a). The template supplements Figures 5 and 9 of the original paper (Wang et al., 2019b). The authors characterized the location, shape, and chemical composition of clusters of varying atom-species-density with these clusters embedded in a point cloud of different atom species with each showing spatial density variations. The goal was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the OPTICS-APT package in detecting clusters with varying effective atomic densities of solutes and test the accuracy of the said algorithm. The test case supports the results of Hornbuckle et al. (2015) and Barton et al. (2019) showing that conventional iso-surfacing using a single, so-called global threshold, applied on the entire dataset, makes it difficult to detect clusters with different solute concentrations. The test case substantiates that for such a task using localized values and taking results from the OPTICS algorithm into consideration has advantages.

As APT is a destructive microscopy method whose objective lens is the specimen, the reconstructed atom positions are always only a model of the original atomic arrangement. Given that there is no hint that correlative microscopy methods were applied prior to or during the APT experiment, we can conclude that there is no ground truth validity for the experimental dataset. For the synthetic data, by contrast, the test case details the atomic positions and the synthesis recipe. This recipe, though, is only an implicit description of which atoms belong to which cluster. Given that OPTICS-APT is a collection of Python scripts which internally rely on in-build Python packages, one would only get the same atom positions and cluster labels if one uses the same source code, the same settings, and the same version for the relevant third-party software packages inside Python. Often it is required to compute random numbers for placing objects at quasi-random locations.

For this placing, at least one so-called pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) is used (Gentle, 2003). A PRNG creates random sequences via a deterministic algorithm. This requires an initialization with a seed value. There are two options to initialize the seed. Either the PRNG is initialized with the system clock or via setting an explicit value for the seed based on a reproducible deterministic algorithm. Documenting the seed is essential as otherwise the results are not reproducible even though one has the same source code and uses the same software packages. Whether missing documentation about which seed value was used is relevant or not does depend on the research question: Datasets which are created with different seeds are statistically similar realizations generated by sampling. Only with fixed seeds, we can assure that two datasets are reproducibly the same numerically, i.e. all atoms are at the same place and the clustering algorithm assigns each atom the same label in repeated analyses.

We learn from this example that test cases for clustering methods should ideally report not only atom positions but also the cluster label for each atom. Furthermore, authors need to document which randomization methods were used and how the seeds were defined. The same arguments also apply when we randomize labels prior to the computing of spatial statistics.
The authors delivered their source code but did not specify further the script or workflow how the software tools were then used to create the figures. We learn that authors should make use of services which document this workflow and the associated metadata of an analysis.

The authors stated they used IVAS and default settings for analyses within the GUI of this commercial software. This is a common situation especially in the discovery phase of analyzing. However, default settings between software versions (can) change and more subtle, implementation differences between software versions, can lead to a different interpretation of the default settings and thereby display different numerical results.

Therefore, we learn it is pointless to state that default settings were used or, equally pointless, to omit descriptions of used default settings and software versions in a research paper. Instead, reproducible research requires a documenting of settings and versions, ideally in a standardized form as supplementary material. If this is not possible in all details, for instance, because proprietary software was used, at least one needs to specify the software version and build number to put other researchers at least in a position where they can assure to work with the same software installation. Noteworthy, this carries still the potential that third-party software dependencies are not properly documented and hence numerical results can still be inconsistent when the same software is rolled out in different laboratories.

Here, software companies which deliver proprietary software can assist researchers in the future not only with delivering their customers a manual of the software but through implementing in addition continuous logging functionalities for the internal processing details. These logging functionalities can be supplemented by transparent interfaces, like advanced programming interfaces (APIs), to access and/or exchange data. Offering access to such metadata is a compromise if the source code of the tool itself is not open.

From a broader perspective, a change of culture among researchers and sponsors will be needed for not only simply sharing but also ensuring that software tools implement robust protocols and a documentation of these. For developers of open-source software who wish to assist researchers on their mission, it takes more than uploading of code and datasets to online repositories. Instead, developers should make sure that their code is version-controlled. Even better is to deliver ready-to-use versions of software through e.g. community-driven data sharing and analysis services. These services can offer containerization to present ready-to-use instances of specific versions of an analysis tool. Test cases are one resource which such a service should host to document a research study.

In Figures 1 and 2 of their test case (see Fig. 1c), the authors compare visually which atoms belong to which cluster. The comparison leads the authors to conclude that falsely connected clusters with nonphysical appearance exist. This example shows why a stronger formalization of visual analyses, like most often created in the discovery phase, is needed. Almost certainly some of the clusters identified by the authors are connected but this is difficult to ascertain exclusively based on a visual inspection of the figure in a publication, especially, when the data are higher-dimensional. Sharing the dataset and associated cluster labels openly would offer more detailed analyses such as spatially correlative analysis of the objects and their geometry and thereby to support the discovery phase. These limitations motivated the author of case study 9 to develop a tool for spatial correlation analyses of three-dimensional objects, which will be reported on in a follow-up paper.

We learn that more quantitative tools instead of exclusively relying on the convincing appearance of visual inspections have to be developed to compute spatial correlations between clusters or to compute which clusters delivered by method A match how close to neighboring clusters of method B. Thereby, one could identify the geometry of the clusters and detect eventual percolation events or differing label assignments. For this task, documented cluster labels for each atom are needed. The test case is of interest for researchers to understand the capabilities and limitations of the OPTICS-APT clustering method and give developers access to verification data for comparing different clustering methods.

The test case should be made available in an online encyclopedia of experimental material science data, and ideally be compared to results obtained from other clustering algorithms. If performed manually, these studies are very tedious because one needs to set up an infrastructure where different analyses can run in a controlled and reproducible environment. The development of online services could help in this regard with democratizing such studies to a much broader audience, coming not only from APM.

**Clustering UoM (Test Case 2)**

The authors instantiated a synthetic dataset with clusters of varying atom-species density embedded in a point cloud of atoms. The composite has multiple regions with different density for the species. Taking this dataset as the ground truth data, the authors compared how the CHD-detected clusters compare with the MSM-detected clusters and the ground truth. The results substantiate the CHD method recovers clusters closer to the ground truth data than does MSM.

The authors submitted a test case with POS and RRNG files, the source code of the Matlab scripts, and the original intermediate files, which the authors created with their scripts. The intermediate files resolve a cluster label for each atom and can thus be taken as ground truth data. In this format, the test case communicates detailed metadata. We learn that publishing software and (meta)data files as they accrue in either analysis phases (discovery phase, exploratory phase) improves the (meta)data coverage.

We know of cases from our colleagues who store cluster labels in fields, which should by definition, hold a different quantity. The column for mass-to-charge-state ratios within POS files is one example. Such hijacking of data columns is not only dangerous in terms of data consistency but also inefficient in practice because cluster labels could more efficiently be stored. A more efficient approach is to store key-value mappings where each key names a disjoint cluster label (ID) and the respective values for the same key the ion evaporation sequence IDs. This would avoid storing duplicated labels. Examples for atom-species labels in paraprobe have already shown that such storing of atom-to-cluster labels is more efficient (Kühbach et al., 2021).

We suggest that standardization can help and software libraries be used for these parsing and transcoding tasks. Libraries such as libatomprobe (Haley & London, 2020a, 2020b) or paraprobe (Kühbach et al., 2021) could assist users with this task. Ideally, both of these tools should be interfaced with web-based services. For experimentalists, this would have the advantage of getting simplified access to these tools, a removal of error-prone setup procedures where software has to be compiled, and improved reproducibility because of a consistent deployment of versioned software tools.
Clustering & Contingency Table & Composition USYD (Test Cases 3, 4, 5)

For all three test cases, the authors did not fill in the template but instead submitted step-by-step manuals with screenshots. These manuals describe how to execute specific clustering algorithms (Stephenson et al., 2007; Marceau et al., 2011), binomial-style composition analyses, and Z-score tests. All test cases are hosted on the CVL, a cloud-based service for atom-probe-microscopy-specific data analysis (Ceguerra et al., 2014) maintained by the Sydney APT group.

Like the previous clustering test cases, the present test cases are relevant for researchers who wish to characterize the location, shape, and chemical composition of clusters. Specifically, the test cases cover the situation where clusters have varying species-density and are embedded in a point cloud of different atom species with each species showing spatial density variations.

Test cases on a cloud-based service have the advantage that analyses are reproducible as long as the underlying computing system keeps track of the hardware configuration and the software packages. Researchers should expect from such a cloud-based service an internal bookkeeping system with transparent interfaces to offer the users metadata management and tools. Otherwise, a cloud-based service is not more transparent than an opaque commercial software tool.

We learn from the CVL-based test cases that cloud-based services can offer a level of reproducibility difficult to achieve with individual installations of software and scripts running on local computers of individual researchers. However, this holds only as long as certain boundary conditions are maintained: The service is available ideally 24/7 and the service is accessible to as many experimentalists as possible. The service internally needs to implement analysis steps with logging and code versioning and communicate the metadata transparently to users.

Offering a service with such sophistication plus provisioning of computing time, while all is hosted and maintained by a single laboratory face challenges: One is that the infrastructure has to be financed which becomes more problematic the more computing time and storage demands the users request, i.e. how frequently and useful the service is for a broader community. Another challenge is knowledge drain and knowledge transfer gaps associated with building and maintaining such services, given that these tasks are often delegated to (PhD) students or postdocs. They have to work often at the same time on challenging scientific tasks for their career building. Instead, these tasks demand a portion of expert knowledge and capability to take on system administrator or software developer roles. This requests for different sets of skills than what many microscopists are used to and trained for. This is an observation we made also for other microscopy communities. However, in contrast to larger communities like those in the life sciences, it is eventually more difficult for small communities to get the chance to allocate funding to enable them a focused outsourcing of such key infrastructure tasks to software engineers. We are convinced here it requires international inter-laboratory and interdisciplinary research activities surplus an adjustment of research funding schemes.

As FAIR data management demands becoming stricter, we need a re-evaluation and commitment of the atom probe community: The community should decide whether to build and offer these services themselves or should they team up with and contribute in multi-disciplinary research data management activities? The here presented status quo of use cases supports why participating in multi-disciplinary activities rather than staying isolated or relying on solutions by the instrument manufacturers alone is in our opinion the wiser next step to take.

The three USYD test cases (3, 4, 5) teach us another lesson. There are still many manual procedures in place where data are copied between spreadsheets. This is an error-prone task. We learn that this is where individual researchers can make a contribution and improve their programming skills, by developing open-source scripts, for instance, in Python, and share these with the community, ideally deployed as tools inside research data infrastructure services.

Composition Quantification UKAEA (Test Case 6)

The authors submitted the template filled in with a brief description of their method and added a supplementary presentation for the details.

The motivation of the test case is that the accurate measuring of the composition based on atom probe data is critical for further analysis. While it is generally accepted the time-of-flight mass spectrometry method has universal sensitivity to all elements equally (owing to the use of microchannel plates with sufficient ion energies Fraser, 2002), in any atom probe experiment, there are many factors which can affect the compositional accuracy. Some factors affecting the composition measurement depend on the nature of the specimen and its geometry and these are neither well-known nor controlled—rendering independent specimen calibration difficult. Analyzing composition appears simple: First, we identify the (molecular) ions and isotopes. Second, we extract the counts from the time-of-flight peak. Third, we quantify the composition as the count of each element divided by the total number of counted ions. But in each of these steps, there are complications: peak identity may be uncertain or there can be peak overlaps. There are many methods of extracting peak counts (local background subtraction and ranging, peak fitting models, windowing) each with their own considerations, metadata, and error propagation. Quantification is also complicated by molecular species and peak overlaps.

The objective of the test case is to present a set of realistic-looking but synthetic data (ground truth known) to test any composition measurement techniques against. Table 1 summarizes the contributions to the synthetic mass spectrum.

Mass spectra are given where the test-specific issues are observed like those in real data:

- Global background subtraction
- Peak identification (range of signal-to-noise)
- Elemental and molecular ions
- Direct peak overlaps
- Local background subtraction or peak shape (fitting)
- Different peak shapes between mass spectra
- Varying peak shapes for different ions within one spectrum

Additionally, the user may wish to match expected uncertainty, arising from counting error, with measured estimated uncertainty. In this case, the peaks with low intensity and which background subtraction model is used for low signal-to-noise peaks becomes important.

The author of the test case suggests it is useful to set a precedent for checking the accuracy of composition quantification algorithms via running a composition quantification algorithm against a synthetic mass spectrum. We can learn from the author’s arguments in favor for such a precedent: when there is a number of composition quantification methods in the
Table 1. Selection of Ground-Truth Simulated Data Detailing the Position, Expected Abundance, Exact Counts of Each Isotopic Peak, and the Relative Width (in Time-of-Flight Space) of the Peak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion name</th>
<th>M/z (Da)</th>
<th>Abundance</th>
<th>Simulated peak counts</th>
<th>Peak width scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H+</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.99389</td>
<td>1,954,434</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H+</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.00012</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2^+$</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.99977</td>
<td>147,405</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H$_2^+$</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.00023</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$^+$</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>0.98930</td>
<td>9,793</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C$^+$</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>0.01070</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$^+$</td>
<td>15.99</td>
<td>0.97957</td>
<td>38,964</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$^+$</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>0.00038</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$^+$</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>0.99746</td>
<td>23,544</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O$^+$</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>0.00205</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$^+$</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>0.00049</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$_2^+$</td>
<td>18.01</td>
<td>0.99734</td>
<td>17,853</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$^+$</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>0.00205</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$_2^+$</td>
<td>19.02</td>
<td>0.00661</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH$_2^+$</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>0.00205</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{++}$</td>
<td>24.97</td>
<td>0.04345</td>
<td>84,788</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{++}$</td>
<td>25.97</td>
<td>0.83789</td>
<td>1,637,853</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{++}$</td>
<td>26.47</td>
<td>0.09501</td>
<td>185,662</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr$^{++}$</td>
<td>26.97</td>
<td>0.02365</td>
<td>46,247</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We learn from this list which metadata a reproducible composition analysis should ideally include. Comparing to existent range file formats (RNG, RRNG, or ENV) reveals these store insufficient details. Here, standardization efforts are needed involving the instrument manufacturers, and foremost the APM community. The above list can assist the search for a more covering range file format. An example of storing ions using hash values inside the Hierarchical Data Format (version 5) (HDF5) files has been proposed (Kühbach et al., 2021). We learn from the test case that this proposal, though, needs extension in light of the above-detailed metadata.

Test cases such as this one provide assistance because they highlight there are issues with present composition analysis techniques when using and comparing multiple algorithms against ground truth data. The author suggests that sharing synthetic mass spectra as test cases (or standards) openly enables the community to host them on a public repository. In combination with a user management system plus a collection of web-based services for performing such composition analyses on datasets inside the repository, experimentalists could pit their method against these test cases, and profit from a much larger pool of training data than available to individual laboratories.

Such a service can assist experimentalists with the documentation of their analyses. Even more important is that the results could be shared with other communities to help these communities to find more accurately and more precisely performing algorithms. This would open the possibility for Kaggle-type benchmarks, in the spirit of Sutton et al. (2019), for APM. Such online benchmark collecting is common in machine learning and data science communities and has helped these communities to advance and speed up the development of algorithms and methods in a FAIR manner using AI-ready tools. We are convinced this can be a promising strategy as well for atom probe microscopists.

Composition Quantification USYD (Test Case 7)
The authors filled in the template. They delivered the POS file of the dataset plus a RRNG file for each of their three ranging results. Within the research study from which this test case was taken, the authors investigated how composition is affected by community and the source code to all of these is not open, it would at least be useful to have a tool with which the implementations can be tested against the precedent. While this is empirical testing rather than formal verification, it could be possible to identify shortcomings of an algorithm as we know what the result should be for ground truth data.

The test case delivers a detailed accounting of challenges associated with ranging. The author makes detailed suggestions on which metadata should be stored with every composition measurement to improve reproducibility. In particular, we should:

- Store the mapping between time-of-flight data and mass-to-charge-state ratios.
- Store the multiplicity of the ions and detail eventual filters acting on which multiples are composed into a mass spectrum.
- Store how we are binning the mass-to-charge-state ratio array to a histogram.
- Store the background quantification model, i.e. which algorithm was used, what were the parameters of this algorithm, and document how many iterations were performed with which parameters in each step if the algorithm is an iterative one.
- Store the peak search algorithm (which algorithm, which parameters).
- Detail signal smoothing steps including kernel type, kernel size, offsets, strides, smoothing model, and store these values for each iteration.
- Store all identified peaks and document their identity. Often peaks of elemental ions are labeled with the names or symbol of the respective element. For molecular ions there are multiple choices: Combinations of element names and isotope specifications are useful (e.g., [H$^3$H$^4$O$^+$]). Internally though, ion identities should be better encoded as a vector of hash values because it is possible to represent every known isotope by a pair of proton Z and neutron N number. The nuclid table identifies that Z and N are smaller than 256. This allows each isotope to be identified with the following hash value $Z + 256 \cdot N$. From such an efficient representation of every known isotope (stable and radioactive ones), it is possible to unambiguously recover Z and N. Thus, a sorted array of (unsigned) integers plus an additional (unsigned) integer for the charge state is a viable option to store a hash vector representing arbitrary ions. For the above example of a deuterated water ion, we obtain $[8 + 256 \cdot 8, 1 + 256 \cdot 1, 1 + 256 \cdot 1, + 1]$. N should be 0 in cases when we want to specify the elements only.
- Store for all identified peaks the left and right bound of the mass-to-charge-state-ratio interval within which we label all ions with this peak label.
- Finally, we should store the normalization procedure to document whether we refer to composition or concentration values.

We learn from this list which metadata a reproducible composition analysis should ideally include. Comparing to existent range file formats (RNG, RRNG, or ENV) reveals these store insufficient details. Here, standardization efforts are needed involving the instrument manufacturers, and foremost the APM community. The above list can assist the search for a more covering range file format. An example of storing ions using hash values inside the Hierarchical Data Format (version 5) (HDF5) files has been proposed (Kühbach et al., 2021). We learn from the test case that this proposal, though, needs extension in light of the above-detailed metadata.

Test cases such as this one provide assistance because they highlight there are issues with present composition analysis techniques when using and comparing multiple algorithms against ground truth data. The author suggests that sharing synthetic mass spectra as test cases (or standards) openly enables the community to host them on a public repository. In combination with a user management system plus a collection of web-based services for performing such composition analyses on datasets inside the repository, experimentalists could pit their method against these test cases, and profit from a much larger pool of training data than available to individual laboratories.

Such a service can assist experimentalists with the documentation of their analyses. Even more important is that the results could be shared with other communities to help these communities to find more accurately and more precisely performing algorithms. This would open the possibility for Kaggle-type benchmarks, in the spirit of Sutton et al. (2019), for APM. Such online benchmark collecting is common in machine learning and data science communities and has helped these communities to advance and speed up the development of algorithms and methods in a FAIR manner using AI-ready tools. We are convinced this can be a promising strategy as well for atom probe microscopists.
different ranging methods. Specifically, three methods were compared for the same dataset—full-width-at-half-maximum, background-to-background, and peak-based ranging. The findings support the conclusions from the UKAEA test case 6. We cannot independently verify the validity of the results because the test case works with a measured dataset rather than a synthetic ground truth. We learn that not only the fraction of ions differs substantially between ranging methods but also the compositions as computed from decomposing ions into their elemental contributions. Therefore, it should not only be common practice to compare different ranging methods on each dataset routinely as a part of the exploratory phase of a study but especially to report these results as well. One way of reporting is via supplementary material using standardized forms. In reality, though, an inspection of the APM literature reveals that often studies report one composition and leave it with statements that default methods were used for ranging.

The test case details another problem with reported ranging definitions: Often authors do not detail their reasoning for labeling the peaks in the manner reported. We learn that applying FAIR principles to APM demands a detailed specification of the assumptions why certain peaks are identified. Especially in cases where the theoretical positions of the peaks are within the mass-resolving limitations of the technique these are critical assumptions worth to be included in our opinion in every supplementary material at least.

Here is where open data analysis platforms, which could implement existent AI tools for ranging mass spectra from atom probe experiments (Vurpillot et al., 2019; Mikhailichev et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021), plus integration of tools for enumerating all possible labels (Haley et al., 2015), can assist users. This would support which label is more likely biased by trained-in bias of the AI method or by subjective bias of a human operator who ranged manually.

Pitting the documentation against the list of ranging metadata from test case 6, we learn that authors need to specify more details in order to document a reproducible ranging process. For this aim, the recommendations made in test case 6 could serve as a guide for improving best practices. The authors of the test case 7 performed their investigation using IVAS and AP Suite. However, as it was mentioned already for the clustering test cases (1, 2, and 3), this is not informative enough.

**Composition Analysis Leoben (Test Case 8)**
The authors filled in the template and added an exemplar analysis to one of their specimens from the Cerjak et al. (2017) study. The authors submitted the associated original datasets as POS and RRNG files, respectively. The test case is a typical example of the use cases with which atom probe microscopists characterize nanoscale composition variation at crystal defects. In fact, solute segregation and build-up of solute composition gradients at dislocations, stacking faults, or grain and phase boundaries, have multiple implications on static and dynamic properties of the defects and thus on material properties.

A standard workflow is to use commercial software and manually place a collection of regions-of-interest (ROIs), such as cylinders, cuboids, or spheres, at or across the defects and characterize how the composition, or concentration respectively, of specific atom-species changes as a function of distance to a reference position in the defect. This was also the case here, with a reconstruction built from a real measurement. The authors mentioned they performed transmission Kikuchi diffraction measurements in a scanning electron microscope but submitted no associated results with the test case which could additionally validate their reconstruction.

We learn from an inspection of the test case that limitations exist with respect to how comprehensive a description of GUI-based composition analyses using ROIs in APM can be. Reflecting the test case with the author team enabled to recover most of the steps which the authors performed: Using IVAS v3.6.6, they first rendered point clouds of the species they were interested in (C, Mn, Cr, and P) and placed cylindrical ROIs using default settings. Key settings of this GUI interaction (bary-center, height, radius, and orientation of the cylinder axis) were displayed in the GUI during the discovery stage. Faced with this manual process, though, the above metadata were not exported individually. Writing a script to parse out content from the commercial software can be a more efficient and accurate solution than documenting such settings manually as it was shown recently by Rielli et al. (2020). Given that these scripts work at the operating system level, though, such a solution has a similar dependence on system configuration like faced by scripts or compiled software.

We learn that limited ease and coverage for exporting metadata and associated numerical data when using GUI-based analysis tools is an effective barrier to the implementation of the FAIR principles. Realizing, though, that most of these metadata are tracked by commercial software, extending the sophistication of these logging functionalities and offering export functions, ideally through APIs, can help to remove this unnecessary roadblock for collecting metadata.

With their test case, the authors deliver also the results of interfacial excess computations. These were computed with a procedure where data were manually copied between tools (IVAS, Origin, or Excel). We can only repeat our suggestion to replace such spreadsheet-based procedures in the future with scripts for adding more transparency and easier reproducibility.

Solute segregation is a three-dimensional process, thus can lead to three-dimensional composition patterns. It is possible to characterize these patterns using differently oriented one-dimensional composition profiles. We learn from the test case that software development and automation would simplify the workflow when taking such profiles and thus serve uncertainty quantification. The next test case takes a step in this direction.

**High-throughput Analyzing MPIE (Test Case 9)**
The author filled in the template and contributed data files with the computational geometry results and associated metadata. The author used the dataset of test case 8 for developing software for high-throughput uncertainty quantification of iso-surface-based methods and spatially analyzing the point cloud data. Specifically, two open-source tools were developed to supplement the paraprobe toolbox (Kühbach et al., 2021). One tool enables the computation of iso-surfaces from point clouds resulting in a collection of triangles representing a discrete approximation of the iso-surface. This tool enables an exporting of the triangles and subsequent computational geometry analyses such as a clustering of the triangles based on their connectivity to identify interfaces in the interior of the dataset. Furthermore, this tool implements functionality for meshing and automated placing and orienting of ROIs at triangles of meshed objects inside the dataset or placing of optimal bounding boxes about these objects in the spirit of Rielli et al. (2020). Another tool enables efficient parallelized computations of exact distances between all atoms.
to arbitrary triangle collections. These tools were used to characterize the sensitivity of iso-surfaces for specific atom species as a function of the iso-value. The test case exemplifies how researchers can study which geometrical implications the sensitivity of the iso-surface on the iso-value has for the identification of objects inside the dataset. These objects with eventual significance for microstructure-property relationships can then be meshed. Furthermore, the work exemplifies how ROIs can be placed using automated methods.

For the dataset of test case 8, the test case delivers a refined analysis which quantifies which challenges composition analyses can face: These are a low number of a certain atom species locally, i.e. finite counting effects. We learn that these effects need to be reported with every study. We also learn that automation can support researchers in the exploratory phase to track local composition variations.

The newly implemented software tools track metadata internally and report these automatically. Examples include where ROIs are placed, how large these are chosen, how the ROIs are oriented, and which composition profile each ROI has. An open-source implementation makes the algorithms transparent and customizable. We understand the potential and efficiency of such compiled software tools but would also like to address their limitations.

Software which takes advantage of advanced scientific computing methods, especially when the source code has to be compiled, as it is the case for instance with C/C++ or Fortran, faces a higher entry barrier than do (Python) scripts. Even if individuals equip advanced tools with methods for tracking metadata, the perceived barrier can be too high to use these methods. The test case teaches us that these tools could better find their place as components of the back-end of web-based data analytics platforms. This would democratize the usage of such tools because users then no longer have to perform compilation or installation processes, could profit from performant best practice tools, but use at the same time a toolkit with openly accessible source code.

We learn that barriers towards FAIR APM are often rather psychological ones than technical ones where ease of use beats robustness. On the one hand, developers of software should take the desire of having low entry barriers seriously. On the other hand, our experiences with high-throughput methods like this test case 9, or the methods reported in Kühbach et al. (2021), support that critically reflecting ones established manual data postprocessing methods offers the chance to make the research process more reproducible and for some parts substantially more efficient.

**Proximity Histogram UKAEA (Test Case 10)**

The authors filled in the template to a level that the steps of the analysis were summarized and references to the dataset and results made. The authors used IVAS v3.6.6. The objective of the test case was to test the accuracy of the proximity histogram method for a configuration of atoms where one knows an analytical solution for the problem. Proximity diagrams, also called proximity histograms, Hellman et al. (2000) report typically one-dimensional profiles across an interface as a function of the signed distance to an interface. Proximity diagrams are frequently used in the APM literature and especially frequently used in the exploratory phase.

The computation of proximity diagrams is problematic, especially when using black-box algorithms, because it is necessary to specify how the sign of each distance is computed. One case where this is robustly possible are profiles which cut through surfaces of closed objects so there is for each point on the interface, or surface of the object respectively, a defined signed surface normal vector. Examples are spheres and ellipsoids or convex polyhedra. However, the supplementary material to test case 9 substantiates that when objects are built from local sub-sets of iso-surfaces, it is possible that the surface contains holes or tunnels.

In such cases where consistently oriented, i.e. signed, surface normal vectors were (or can) not be recovered, it is necessary to evaluate the directions of gradients of the underlying scalar composition or concentration field from the discretization, while taking into account the delocalization, of the point cloud. Given that a scalar field can have point sources or saddle-point configurations, though, it might not be possible in all cases to define consistently oriented normal vectors. In effect, projecting normals on gradient vectors of the field can be an ill-posed task; and therefore the computation of proximity histograms becomes at least locally an ill-posed task.

We learn that there comes no guarantee with computing a proximity histogram with consistent distances for arbitrary datasets with arbitrary variations of compositions for specific atom species. For this reason, atom probe software tools should be equipped at least with export functionalities which enable users to retrieve the geometry and the location of the surface meshes, or triangle soups respectively, based on which the normals and distances were computed. Also, it should be possible to export the scalar fields of elemental or molecular ion composition (or concentration) to perform additional validation.

The author of this test case reported a key challenge for improving the test case was missing functionality for importing a given configuration into e.g. IVAS or AP Suite. Specifically, an option for loading mesh data into commercial software would be useful to offer a chance for comparing how analytical expectation and computed result match. We want to stress here that this test case substantiates that empirical testing of software has challenges. All users of proximity histograms should be aware of these challenges. One should use proximity histograms only, if users can reproducibly assure (for instance via using robust algorithms from computational geometry) that normals are consistent.

These findings support previously reported empirical suggestions by Martin et al. (2015), Hornbuckle et al. (2015), Barton et al. (2019), and Larson et al. (2013) stating that iso-surface-based methods and proximity diagrams have to be used carefully and inspected in detail if using a single (global) iso-value for a dataset is suited for the research question.

The high-throughput tools developed within the course of test case 9 implement a workflow for transforming iso-surfaces for a complete dataset in such a way into clusters of iso-surfaces that one can identify which clusters of triangles are closed polyhedra and which clusters of triangles result in self-intersecting meshes or objects with holes or tunnels in the surface mesh. Thereby, the tools can at least help with identifying for which objects a computation of proximity histograms is substantiated and for which it is problematic. Software developers of commercial or open-source tools for atom probe can learn from the computational geometry test cases 9 and 10 inasmuch as they should transparently document the details of computational geometry methods, including details how signs and distances were computed, and which metrics were used. The tools of this use case are currently being extended to enable spatial geometry analyses of objects using computational geometry methods. This will be a topic of a follow-up paper.
Additionally Relevant Metadata when Defining Test Cases

Implicit Reporting of ROIs

There are cases in the APM literature where the authors remain vague with respect to the regions-of-interest investigated. We suggest to always store which atoms were included in a region-of-interest. If the ROI is the entire dataset—a common default—a short comment is needed and sufficient clarification. For arbitrarily shaped regions-of-interest of arbitrary dimensions, boolean masks are a particularly efficient solution as these can be implemented as fields of bits and for typical ROIs are highly compressible. Again this substantiates why standardized libraries are useful for APM.

Limitations of Unorganized Collections of Supplementary Material

Unorganized collections of analysis results such as a folder structure with open files and scripts but without detailed annotations face the challenge that users need to familiarize themselves with the folder structure and the scripts of others before they can productively use the test case. Interpreting individualized folder structures and naming schemes is difficult for machines; and thus an effective barrier against meeting the FAIR principles, despite the fact that the test case is open source. In addition, a numerical reproduction of these results is hampered by the fact that especially when scripting languages like Python or Matlab are used, researchers often heavily rely on in-built functions. Therefore, either a more standardized way of storing or a parsing of the individual content in dataset collections into a stronger formalized form are possible strategies to make test cases reproducible and more useful.

We learn that other than dumping a collection of open-source datasets into community- and method-agnostic online repositories like Zenodo (Wilkinson et al., 2016), preference should be given to the development of easily accessible encyclopedia formats. These should be eventually supplemented with an automatic parsing process plus tracking of the data provenance graph to simplify knowledge transfer and increase the value of a test case beyond the original study. Such tools can assist scientists with organizing their data and help them in turn to better understand the workflows of others. Given that building such infrastructure is more difficult than uploading data, it becomes clear why inter-laboratory action and community-driven development is needed and can be rewarding.

Suggestions for Reducing Individual Efforts through Community Efforts

We discussed specific examples of the status quo on the reproducibility of software tools and analyses via test cases within the APT literature. We identified that a more complete recording and motivation to report and share metadata is needed. Collecting these metadata binds time of individual researchers as does the writing of documentations for software. Overall, it is a tedious process. This makes the necessity to invest time a strong barrier against delivering test cases and FAIR APM.

To reduce these expenditures for individual researchers, a combined and more frequent usage of web-based documentation tools (e.g., Holscher et al., 2021), source-code annotation tools (e.g., van Heesch, 2021), notebook-based documentations of workflows, and usage of electronic lab notebooks (e.g., Carpi et al., 2017) can help. These tools come with a learning curve so additional strategies are needed to reduce the individual efforts which scientists have to invest.

Another strategy to reduce documentation effort is to focus on and eventually maintain a smaller number of software tools within the APM community. These tools should be developed cooperatively rather than in competition to share the documentation and implementation efforts. An additional, and eventually even more effective, reduction of the documentation workload for individual researchers could come from building a community-driven, and web-based, service.

A noteworthy point is that open sharing of datasets faces challenges when sensitive results accrue, for instance, in industry collaborations. In such case, agreeing on data embargo periods can be a win–win solution for both parties. From an infrastructure point of view, a hashing of files is another opportunity to increase credibility and reproducibility even though the actual datasets are not shared. The International Field Emission Society’s (IFES) Atom Probe Technical Committee (APT TC) (Haley et al., 2021a) is a partner where atom probe microscopists can find assistance on such technical questions.

We learn that the case of opaque methods in commercial software needs specific action which is beyond the capabilities of individual authors or even individual research groups. We are convinced an inclusive approach is needed: Instrument manufacturers need to understand and respect which increased level of data and method openness the funding agencies expect nowadays; and thus which level of FAIR-readiness researchers have to deliver with their publications. Equally, it needs discussions at a political level which financial compensations could be offered to instrument manufacturers and software companies in exchange for opening up opaque tools as part of business models to remove barriers to FAIR research data management.

The results of the inter-laboratory call for test cases enabled us to identify a collection of specific tasks which the APM community can address in the future to make their computational methods more rigorous, more accessible to colleagues, and to support a community-driven process towards becoming more descriptive with respect to FAIR and with sharing resources for a FAIR data infrastructure. There is likely more value in these suggestions to the individual test cases than having the test cases as they are open right now.

We expect that a significant step forward to meet more comprehensively the aims of the FAIR data stewardship principles is to support inter-laboratory and interdisciplinary research data management services. Examples exist (Jain et al., 2013; Draxl & Scheffler, 2019; Campbell et al., 2021) but need to be modified in the future to support microscopy communities in this matter. For APM, there exist examples of documented efforts to build online repositories (Diercks et al., 2017; Ward & Blaiszik, 2021). The value of these can be improved: A substantial larger number of datasets should be added. Each should be supplemented with a variety of additional metadata. Search functionalities and web-based analytics should be added for data repurposing.

Conclusions

We document the results of a recent inter-laboratory call in which we invited members of the atom probe microscopy (APM) community to collect and discuss what could be useful test cases for developing data analysis software. We also asked the participants in this call for a documentation of metadata to understand how the community currently handles metadata and which steps are necessary to meet more comprehensively the FAIR data stewardship principles. As a first step of community efforts towards
finding a more reproducible approach for sharing and discussing test cases, we publish a collection of ten test cases with open-source datasets, metadata, and associated analyses. These test cases cover questions of metadata for ranging, composition analyzing, clustering, and computational geometry methods. Assessing these test cases taught us the following take-home messages.

Individual commitment makes a difference:

- **Functionally correct metadata- and workflow-documenting software tools are equally essential for writing APM research stories as are carefully executed lab experiments.** Data analysis methods follow assumptions and have settings which should be reported as completely as possible. The test cases offer specific examples which metadata should be reported and document common pitfalls.

- **Uncertainty quantification is an asset of high-quality research:** The test cases document examples how substantially the settings and parameters affect the results of specific data analysis methods. We identify potential for improvements in terms of which documentation is necessary to make more rigorous uncertainty quantification at all possible. Atom probers should aim at defining best practices how metadata and numerical data should be reported in papers and document these when implementing software as best and as completely as possible. We suggest improvements how current and to be developed software tools can help with uncertainty quantification.

- **Uncertainty quantification profits from strongly automated tools to reduce the time which experimentalists have to spent on documentation and manual procedures:** The test cases document that further software development is required to support scientists with uncertainty quantification. Specifically needed are transparently accessible logging functionality and automated report writing tools, especially for commercial software, and with analyses dependent on GUIs. Whether it be the steps performed with a GUI or via a customized script: All analysis steps should be exactly reproducible and capable of more automated parameter sweeping.

- **Software development with more accessible programming languages like Python or Matlab should be preferred:** Where using compiled scientific computing software delivers substantially better performance and more transparent results, these tools should be supplemented with easier accessible interfaces or bindings. Training of individuals on versioning tools for software and writing documentations is needed.

Community-driven and interdisciplinary action is needed:

- **The community should contribute and profit from having an organized mechanism of sharing datasets with associated workflows and software tools which implement the FAIR principles:** Such a platform could serve as a documentation system complementing classical publications with supplementary material that is more descriptive and detailed, and easier reusable than are present publication formats. This platform can support research projects when data sharing requirements by funding agencies and publishers become stricter. The test cases document how solutions hosted by a single lab face challenges. We conclude that sharing data can profit from inter-laboratory and interdisciplinary cooperation. The APM community can learn and participate, for example, in infrastructure building activities by the condensed-matter physics or engineering communities. Before these services will be accepted by microscopists, though, it is necessary to support microscopy-community-specific methods as well as integrate the associated software tools to yield additional value than data sharing.

- **There are additional multiplicator effects above gaining citations from sharing datasets openly:** Open datasets help with the verification and communication of efficient processing methods. Open datasets also help with the documentation of scientific results and the identification of analysis cases where existing processing methods are challenged if not even these can be shown to produce nonreproducible, unreliable, or incorrect results. Furthermore, open datasets are a resource for making possible detailed comparisons between datasets and/or algorithms (round robin tests). Currently, such research stories are difficult to design if not impossible to perform with commercial software because these require tedious efforts by individuals of the community.

**Availability of data and materials.** The metadata and data for all test cases are shared openly (Ceguerra, 2021) as the supplementary material of this paper. Interested individuals should contact the corresponding authors of the respective case studies to ask for further details and codes. We invite and would like to encourage all members of the APM community to check if they can contribute further test cases and participate in the discussion on how FAIR infrastructure for our community should look like and which features it should contain. Feel free to contact the corresponding authors of the manuscript.
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